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fixed resources (e.g., static servers, proxies), this approach
has several limitations. First, many mobile applications have
properties of large resource sharing and high mobility, e.g.,
location based online mobile games, so that static resources
may not be able to support large-scale backend
computational requirements in a locality-aware manner.
Second, the usage profiles of many applications are highly
dynamic, varying with user interest and time-of-day, so that
static allocation of resources could result in poor availability
during times of high demand and resource wastage at other
times.

Abstract — Mobile devices are becoming the universal
interface to online services and cloud computing applications.
Since mobile phones have limited computing power and battery
life, there is a potential to migrate computation intensive
application components to external computing re-sources. The
Cloud is an attractive platform for offloading due to elastic
resource provisioning and the ability to support large scale
service deployment. In this paper, we discuss the potential for
offloading mobile computation for different computation
patterns and analyze their trade-offs. Experiments show that
we can achieve a 27 fold speedup for an image manipulation
application and 1:47 fold speedup for a face recognition
application. In addition, this outsourcing model can also result
in power saving depending on the computation pattern,
offloading configuration, and execution environment.
Key Words — Cloud computing, mobile computing, out
sourcing framework.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, mobile devices, such as smart phones, tablets, PDAs,
and ipods, have become indispensable in our daily lives.
With their growing popularity, users have come to rely more
and more on them as their primary computation and
communication devices, and are even beginning to expect
functionality and performance similar to that from traditional
computing devices such as desktops and workstations.
However, meeting such expectations on these devices is
challenging due to several reasons. First, the mobility of
these devices implies that they are battery-powered, limiting
their power capabilities. As the devices become more
popular and their use becomes more frequent, the increasing
energy consumption becomes a key bottleneck in their
computational capability. Second, the computational power,
in terms of processing and memory, is severely limited
compared to traditional computers. Thus, these devices are
limited in their ability to execute rich user applications
involving extensive use of computer vision and graphics,
speech recognition, or machine learning, which can be
resource intensive.
To overcome these constraints of mobile devices, external
resources can be introduced as an ex-tension to the
capabilities of these devices [15, 11]. Computation-intensive
or power-intensive applications can then be outsourced to
the external computing resources. This approach can
potentially improve the performance of mobile applications,
enable mobile devices to support applications that current
devices cannot even execute due to their resource
constraints, and save precious energy
as well. While
one approach to acquire such external resources may be via

FIGURE 1: MOBILE COMPUTATION OUTSOURCING
FRAMEWORK
To overcome these limitations, we propose the use of a
cloud as a backend to outsource mobile computations. A
public cloud, such as Amazon EC2, can provide elastic and
“unlimited” computation and storage resources. Thus, it can
adjust the amount of resources according to the service
requests and provide large-scale deployment easily. It can
also enable easy data and compute sharing among multiple
devices interacting with each other or through the same
application. However, a cloud may be limited by its
connectivity to the mobile devices and its benefit is likely to
be highly dependent on the computation-communication
tradeoff in an application [14].
In this paper, we identify the opportunities and tradeoffs
of using the cloud as a mobile outsourcing backend. As part
of this work, we have created a prototype outsourcing
framework based on the Android platform and Amazon
EC2. Using this framework, we have studied the outsourcing
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makes the proxy not a bottleneck. This process is shown in
Figure 2.
If the mobile proxy is out of the cloud, it can run DNS
service to broadcast the mobile outsourcing service. Thus, it
works as an access point for the mobile devices. We can
distribute proxies as Wi-Fi access points to provide
outsourcing service. The service discovery is shown in
Figure 2. The proxy advertises itself through mDNS service.
The advertised information includes the service type (http,
tcp, local, etc.), and the service name (i.e., Mobile Proxy).
The mobile client has no fore knowledge about this proxy. It
searches for advertised service on the local network (or
Internet, if the service is registered). If the proxy is found,
the client connects to the proxy based on the information
contained within the broadcasting information. After that,
then proxy will send back the addresses of the actual mobile
server to the mobile user. Then the mobile user can connect
to the server for following services. In the current
implementation, we use the Java implementation, JmDNS,
which is very light weight.
If the mobile proxy is installed within the cloud, some
other approaches are needed to make the proxy known to
mobile devices. In such case, the mobile proxy can be
associated with some well-known URL. Then the mobile
devices can connect to the URL to obtain computation
outsourcing services.
Each mobile server is used to hold services for some
mobile devices. The mobile proxy can start the mobile
server dynamically when new requests are received. The
mobile proxy has the information of mobile servers that it
manages. It can make decision on where to start the server,
i.e., to start a new server or deploy the service on a running
server.
Since the mobile devices and the mobile server may run
different versions of code, it is necessary to have the code
repository to store the source code of popular service
components for the mobile server. The code repository can
be located either in or out of the cloud. For optimization
purpose, it can be set within the cloud close to the mobile
servers to decrease the access time of the source code.
An outsourcing client at the mobile end is used to manage
computation offloading. The application profiler monitors
the available resources on the mobile device, including CPU,
memory, battery usage, and network status, and records the
performance history of offloaded application components.

potential of different applications by profiling their behavior
under three computing environments—local execution on
the mobile device, and hybrid execution with the mobile
device and the remote cloud through a WIFI and 3G network
respectively. Under each case, computational resource
usages (i.e., CPU, memory and power), and execution time,
are monitored and analysed. Our results provide insights into
the feasibility and tradeoffs of outsourcing based on
application and environmental characteristics. In addition,
we also propose adaptive policies that can enable the
outsourcing decision of an application based on the profiling
results, available resources, and user preferences.

II. OUTSOURCING FRAMEWORK AND PROFILING
METHODOLOGY
II.1 MOBILE COMPUTATION OUTSOURCING FRAMEWORK
In order to outsource computation from mobile devices to
external computing resources, a mobile computation
offloading framework is proposed as shown in Figure 1.
This framework is implemented in Java, executes on the
Android mobile platform [2] and can be deployed easily on
any backend platform.
There are three components at the cloud end: the proxy, code
repository and server. The proxy provides a gateway
between the mobile device and the cloud backend. In some
cases, the proxy could be replicated in the cloud for scalability,
and in others, the proxy could be local to the device and outside
the cloud. The proxies are configured to have access to a code
repository which contains popular code components that may
be launched on a cloud server. The mobile device connects to a

Figure 2: Local Service Discovery
proxy to initiate outsourcing by naming a specific Java
class component. There are three cases: the code is already
running in the cloud, the code is available in the repository
but not deployed, or the code is available only on the mobile
and must be uploaded by the mobile device. After the code
location and the mobile server are identified, the mobile
device will communicate with the mobile server directly. So
the proxy is not on the data communication path, which
2
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updates the battery information when it changes by 1%.
Secondly, the Android system estimates the battery capacity
based on the battery voltage, which is affected by many factors,
e.g., the temperature and the discharge current. Experiments
show that the voltage fluctuates with the discharge current and
temperature. Thus, when the mobile device is running, it is
inaccurate to rely on the battery information provided by the
Android system.

The approach we adopted in this paper is to estimate the
battery capacity using the voltage-battery level curve as
shown in Figure 3, which is generated based on the opencircuit voltage at 60oF. As different batteries may have
different voltage-battery level curves, Figure 3 only applies
to the battery we used in this paper. When monitoring the
power usage, the open-circuit voltage of the mobile battery
is recorded before and after the application execution,
denoted as V start and Vend. Then they are converted to the
battery level according to this curve as Lstart and Lend. Thus,

Figure 3: Battery Voltage V.S. Battery Level
When the outsourcing client communicates with the
mobile proxy, a class, called Command, is used to simplify
the communication interface. When the mobile proxy
receives a Command, it analyses the required Java class
based on Class Name and starts the service at an available
server.In the current implementation, since the code
repository and the server are located at the same machine,
all testing codes are stored in a fixed directory. The mobile
proxy loads the required Java class dynamically based on
the Class Name, which is a running server. Then the server
receives following commands from the mobile client to
perform computation, e.g., the computation data is sent to
the server through the Payload field of Command.

the power consumed by the execution is (
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TRADEOFFS IN OFFLOADING TO THE
CLOUD

In this section, we analyse the impact of different
application patterns on performance and energy tradeoffs, by
offloading computation to the Amazon EC2 cloud through
our outsourcing framework. Two applications are analysed,
image manipulation and face recognition. Profiling statistics
are used to show the offloading tradeoffs and how offloading
decisions can be made dynamically. We used an HTC hero
(CPU 528 MHz, memory 200MB running Android 2.1) and
installed the backend server on a small EC2 instance (1 EC2
Compute Unit and 1.7GB memory). The average network
latency to access EC2 over WIFI and Sprint 3G was 82ms
and 151ms respectively (compared to 44ms from a wired
machine).

II.2 Profiling Methodology
The decision to outsource will be dependent both on the
application characteristics (e.g., its computational
requirements) and the current environment (e.g., the amount
of remaining battery, network connectivity, etc.). Thus, in
order to make the right outsourcing decision, the
application’s performance and resource usage needs to be
profiled under different environments. In our current
implementation, five parameters are monitored and analysed
in different execution configurations, i.e., input data size,
CPU usage, memory usage, execution time and power
consumption. Three execution modes are considered: i.e.,
Local (executed on the mobile), Remote-WIFI (outsource to
the remote server through WIFI), and Remote-3G
(Outsource to the remote server through Sprint 3G network).
The system file ’/proc/stat’ and the Debug class [3] can
provide CPU and memory usage for each process in the
Android system. If the execution mode is Local, the total
execution time is recorded. If the execution mode is RemoteWIFI or Remote-3G, the total execution time (including
communication time), server processing time, and
communication time are recorded separately.
The Android system estimates the battery level based on the
battery voltage and broadcasts the battery level information to
all processes. However, there are two drawbacks with this
approach. First, it works at a coarse granularity, as it only

III.1 Applications
Image manipulation is an important application category,
especially as most mobile devices are equipped with highresolution cameras. Users can edit, or add visual effects by
applying different processing filters [4] on the image. The
performance of four filters is compared in this section:
Simple Blur, Simple Sharpen, Grayscale, and Tile Scale.
Simple Blur and Simple Sharpen filters perform image
convolution on the original image. The Grayscale filter converts
a colour image into a grey scale image. The Tile Scale filter
tiles a smaller scale of the original image on the original image
canvas. Of these filters, Simple Blur and Simple-Sharpen have
similar performance and are compute intensive, while Grayscale
and Tile Scale are not. In our results, we use Simple Blur and
Grayscale as a representative for each class (compute intensive
vs. compute non-intensive). The amount of computation is
3
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determined by the input image size, six different JPEG images
with the same compression ratio are compared, i.e., 20K, 32K,
65K, 143K, 219K, and 300K. When the image size is over
300K, Simple Blur on the mobile cannot finish due to heap
memory overflow. Thus, such cases are not presented in our
results, however, these cases present another motivation for
offloading by overcoming memory constraints.
Face Recognition is another useful application on the mobile
device. In this experiment, a Haar-Classifier [1] algorithm is
used. It applies a series of simple feature detectors of different
sizes to an image. Each feature detector is threshold and the
outputs are combined in a manner specified by the Haar cascade
to yield a Boolean output indicating whether the face is in the
image.
These two sets of applications also differ in their
communication patterns. For image manipulation, the user may
apply multiple filters on the same image, thus obviating the
need to resend the source image. On the other hand, with face
recognition, the user would normally process different images,
which requires the mobile device to upload a separate image
every time.

Image Size (KB)

Figure 5: Remote execution time breakup for Simple Blur

Figure 6: Statistics of Grayscale
III.2 Profiling Results
The profiling statistics for the Simple Blur filter are shown
in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the average execution time per
run. Here, for the remote execution case, the execution time
is end-to-end, including the network communication time as
well as the backend computation time. As seen from the
figure, for all image sizes, the local execution mode spends
the most time and Remote-WIFI spends the least. Since the
3G network is slower than the WIFI network, the Remote3G mode is slower. The compute vs. communication time
break down for the remote execution modes is shown in
Figure 5. It shows that the remote execution time is
dominated by the communication time. The greatest speed
gain is 27:7 when the image size is 219K with WIFI. The
results also show that the speed gain increases proportional
to the input image size.
Figure 4b shows the average power consumption (i.e.,
percentage of the total battery capacity) per run. The results
show that for each image size, the local execution consumes
the most power and the Remote-WIFI consumes the least.
When the image size is 219K, local execution consumes
9:28 times the power of Remote-WIFI. This result can be
attributed to the high computation requirement of the Simple
Blur filter, as shown in Figure 4c, which plots the CPU
usage on the mobile device for different image sizes. It
shows that when the Simple Blur is executed locally, the
CPU usage is over 50% and it increases with image size.
When Simple Blur is offloaded to the remote server, the
CPU usage drops to below 10%. We also found that for an

Figure 4: Statistics of Simple blur
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image size, all three execution modes consume nearly the
same amount of memory. This is because the mobile device
has to maintain almost the same amount of buffers.
Figures 6a and 6b show the execution time and energy
usage respectively for the Grayscale filter. Since it has
similar statistical features of CPU and Memory usage as
Simple Blur, these two statistics are omitted here. In this
case, we observe that when offloading computation to the
Cloud, it takes more time and consumes more power than
the local execution for all image sizes. The reason is that this
filter has fairly light-weight computational requirements, so
that the communication overhead is the dominant factor in
performance as well as energy usage.
For face recognition, the relation between execution time and
power consumption demonstrate different patterns as shown in
Figure 7. For all three modes, Remote-3G takes more time and
consumes more power than the local mode. Thus, it may not be
appropriate to use 3G network to outsource face recognition
operation (if the goal is to optimize this application only).
Figure 7a shows that when the image is small (240 300),
Remote-WIFI costs almost the same amount of power as the
local version. However, when the image size increases (450
450), Remote WI-FI has better performance. Experiments
show that when the image is larger than 240 300 for
Remote-WIFI, 50% more power is consumed, but the
response time can be reduced by 1:47 times. The CPU usage
and memory usage are shown in Figure7c and Figure 7d. We
can see that they have similar patterns with image
manipulation. Thus, it is good to offload the Face
Recognition to the cloud to achieve multi-tasking features.

IV.

DISCUSSION OF OUTSOURCING STRATEGY

Our results highlight three different application patterns that
impact the outsourcing strategy. Simple Blur and Simple
Sharpen are computation intensive, which gains significant
speedup and energy saving through computation
outsourcing. Tile Filter and Grey Filer are computation nonintensive, which gains no performance or energy
improvement. Face Recognition demonstrates case where
offloading benefits depends on the execution environment
(input data size and network connectivity). Thus, the
decision to outsource depends heavily on the application
characteristics and the execution environment.
The offloading decision can be made based on the user’s
preference, i.e., low response time, long battery life, or both. A
group of pre-defined preference-policies can be stored at the
mobile device which can be selected by the user. Preferencepolicies include the desired operating range threshold for
each metric (CPU usage, response time, power consumption,
etc.) generated based on the profiling data. For instance, if
the users prefer to run more applications, then applications
should offload as many operations as possible to the Cloud.
If the user prefers long battery life or low response time, the
mobile can make decision based on the preference-policy
and the available resources. After the operation is offloaded
to the remote server, the outsourcing controller will monitor
the execution and adjust the offloading accordingly. We are
building such a system.
In some cases, outsourcing may be necessary simply to
make an application execution feasible. For instance, the
Android system has an upper limit of heap memory for each
application, e.g., 24M for the Nexus One, so that it cannot
execute applications consuming memory over this limit. In
our experiments, an image over 300K cannot be processed
by Simple Blur locally. Thus, offloading such memoryintensive applications to the Cloud can extend the
computability of mobile devices.
Besides the performance and energy benefits to the
application being offoaded, outsourcing can also benefit
other applications running on the mobile. As profiling
statistics show, computation outsourcing reduces the CPU
usage to below 10% for all profiled operations. Thus it frees
the CPU time for more applications, so that, multi-tasking
performance of the mobile can be enhanced by computation
outsourcing.
The remote execution time is determined by the network
status, i.e., a slower network result in longer execution time,
which again leads to high power consumption. For each
input size, there should be a theoretical threshold time,
Tthreshold, at which the local execution and the remote
execution consumes the same amount of power. When
making the offloading decisions, T threshold can be used to
determine whether the offloading is energy effcient. Let t be
the predicted execution time for the remote execution, and

Figure 7: Statistics of Face Recognition
However, this is just a one-time cost when a server is started,
and once the server is up, it can handle multiple requests.
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Tlocal the local execution time, there is the following
scheduling rule, if t < Tthreshold, outsourcing saves energy; if t
< Tlocal;, outsourcing gains speedup.
There are other potential benefits to using the Cloud as
the backend. Common application components may already
be running on behalf of other mobile users, and
collaboration between different services in the Cloud will
improve outsourcing efficiency. Since multiple applications
will place some of their components and data in the Cloud,
there is potential to implicitly share these code and data. For
instance, the face recognition application might need image
manipulation to pre-process the image. Thus, it can share the
same image manipulation server as other users.

limited to single applications and are solely on performance.

VI.

In this paper, we have shown the potential of the cloud for
dynamic mobile outsourcing, and the potential tradeoffs and
limitations. We are unaware of any other live experimental
analysis to date. The results show that offloading computeintensive applications to the cloudte-intensive applications to
the cloud can greatly reduce the response time and battery
consumption. With WIFI network, it can achieve more than
a 27 speedup and 9 power efficiency. Future work is focused
on using the profile information automatically at run-time to
make offloading decisions.
In the future, an execution scheduling system can be
built to select the execution plan with the best user
experience given the available computing resources. The
system can make decisions dynamically and deploy the
services. The user can define their own preferences as well,
e.g., save power, improve performance or both. Since the
outsourcing framework is much more computation-ally
powerful, the mobile client and the cloud server can work on
different data sets for the fidelity concern. For instance, the
face recognition application can perform on a coarse grain
scale while the cloud server can work on a finer grain scale.
Thus when the user needs quick, less accurate results, then
the user can execute it locally on the mobile. On the other
hand, if the user wants more accurate, but fairly fast
response, the user/system can select the remote execution
mode instead.
Right now all the operations that are offloaded within a
mobile application is identified manually. In the future, an
automatic application partitioning mechanism should be
proposed to generate both mobile code and server code. It
should be able to analyse the cost relation between different
classes in the application and generate the best partition plan
based on the user preference and available resources. In
addition, it should be able to adjust the execution plan
dynamically on the fly.

V. RELATED WORK
Offloading mobile computation to local servers has been
proposed by others. In some projects, static decisions are
made before application execution, e.g. Spectra [5, 7],
Calling the cloud [8], and [10], in contrast to our dynamic
approach. Other projects have explored parts of the space,
[14] studies just the energy-savings for different
communication patterns, but no implementation is provided.
Similarly, [11] analyses potential energy savings but no
implementation is provided. In [9], bandwidth and memory
are used as the decision-making factors, but CPU and battery
life are not considered. Wishbone [15] proposes an approach
to partition mobile sensor applications based on network and
CPU, but not the battery budget. In contrast, we collect
sufficient profile information to enable more holistic
decisions.
Other projects are based on virtualization. [6] Present the
idea of full VM cloning of a mobile image to a remote server
at a coarse-grain level, but no implementations are
evaluated. Cloudlets [15] propose to use local servers as a
cloud target. Both the cloudlet server and mobile device run
virtual machines, while our framework exploits the sharing
and scale potential of the commercial cloud. Protium [13]
addresses the issue of session mobility and universal data
access from any client. Slingshot [15] evaluated the use of a
surrogate running at a hotspot coupled with a remote server.
The idea is to use the hotspot for outsourcing when Internet
connections between it and the server are poor, but to use the
remote server when the user is moving and connection to the
hotspot is lost. Our approach is more general and considers a
wider-range of resource availability beyond networking.
Compiler-assisted approaches have also been proposed
[13, 10]. These works are limited either to static mapping
decisions or single application optimization only. In [11]
dynamic placement is considered but only the metric of
energy is used and is limited to single applications. Diet [10]
uses a Java-based program analyser which can partition Java
programs at the method-level. Unlike our work, they are

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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